
 

 

 

 

 

 

|| SOE Gallery Walk || 

Start-Ups 

Name  Tagline Student Name  Cohort 

One Earth Toys Bringing nature to children Farwa Tassaduq 2019-2021 

Fluently 
Traversing the Language 
Barriers 

Rukhsar Fatima 
Maham Munir 

2018-2020 
2022-2024 

Alif aur Art Art Sikhayay Urdu Maydda Nabeel 2019-2021 

Parwaaz – Umeed Har shab ko sehr kar 
Sehrish Mustansar 
Mohammad Ammar 
Fatima Umar 

2019-2021 

Audacity Labs 
Designing the future of 
Education 

Ishtiaq Azim 2019-2021 

Roshni 
Where we empower 
teachers 

Hadiya Shaukat 
Maham Afzal 
Annam Gohar 

2020-2022 

Jugnu Enlightened Learners Sumaiya Z Afridi 2018-2020 

Tabbir Academy 
A smart way to master your 
exams 

Abdullah Khalid Dogar 2020-2022 

 

 

 

 



Gallery Walk Projects 

 

• Teach For Pakistan – Alumni Pathways for Impact 

• How can ALDA avoid the resistance of parents in inculcating any change in the learning 

system? 

• Measurement/Analysis of Student Dropout and Recommendations 

• Student Retention  

• Curriculum Development Program 

• Malnutrition in the children of Sub-Urban areas of Lahore: Breaking the deafening 

silence 

• Review and improvise The Educators Pre-School framework and its implementation 

mechanism 

• Effect of learning environment on student performance and emotional wellbeing 

• Enhancing literacy of elementary children through reading interventions  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE NATIONAL HISTORY MUSEUM 
 

The National History Museum (NHM) is the first-of-its-kind museum in the country, featuring state-of-the-

art digital exhibits that ensure an immersive and interactive experience. NHM is a project curated and 

managed by The Citizens Archive of Pakistan (CAP). CAP is a non-profit organization dedicated to cultural 

and historic preservation operating in Karachi and Lahore, with broad outreach across Pakistan.   

 

The National History Museum (NHM) is an attempt to create an alternative learning space for both young 

and old, and honor the rich heritage of this nation. The museum presents personal and emotional 

narratives of people in the form of animations, 3D videos, images, and video clips, and brings first-hand 

accounts of the struggle faced by our forefathers in creating this country. The museum is a unique and 

pioneering initiative set in Greater Iqbal Park, next to Minar-e-Pakistan, allowing people to explore and 

engage with Pakistan’s diverse history and culture.  

 


